
Traffic Data Services
 Counter Installations. Traffic Surveys. Data Analysis.





By using our world-renowned traffic counters to generate advanced traffic 
statistics, we offer end-to-end solutions for monitoring the movement of 
motorised vehicles, bicycles and pedestrians.

Traffic Surveys
Done Right

Planning surveys with care
In over 25 years of deploying and managing monitoring sites, we’ve seen it all. We 
know the conditions necessary for collecting the highest quality of data, and we 
will gladly advise on the best equipment and optimal placement to achieve your 
survey goals.

Installing counters with precision
The thoroughness applied when installing traffic counters will have a big impact 
on data quality and accuracy. We know the ins and outs of our world-leading 
monitoring systems, so you can trust us to follow the best practices.

Managing sites with vigilance
We will ensure your sites stay operational and safe for the duration of your study. 
Using advanced remote technology, we can identify and fix any issues promptly.

Delivering statistics with precision
We only use MetroCount monitoring systems, renowned for their unmatched 
accuracy. Once your survey is done, we will validate your data and send it 
through according to your delivery schedule, in the format of your choice.
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Short-term
Data Collection
We organise temporary traffic studies using pneumatic tube counters, for 
periods ranging from days to weeks. This service is available for monitoring 
bicycles or motorised traffic.

Survey planning
According to your survey goals, we will determine the optimal counter placement. This 
exact location will be stored in our map database (Site Lists) to ensure consistency when 
undertaking follow-up surveys.

Counter(s) installation and maintenance
Our team of specialists installs and removes any required equipment. In the unexpected 
case of sensor failure, we ensure data integrity through a prompt fix or by repeating the 
study.

Data delivery
Data will be delivered in the pre-establised file format(s), shortly after the end of the 
collection period.
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Continuous
Data Collection

Permanent counters enable the study of patterns, seasonal variations and 
long-term traffic evolution. Year-round data also provides reliable 
adjustment factors for short-term studies. This service is available for 
monitoring bicycles, pedestrians or motorised traffic.

The data you need will determine which permanent monitoring system is right for you. 
We will advise between using piezoelectric strips or magnetic loops and consider factors 
such as road curvature, pavement quality and surrounding surface before installation.

Survey planning

Our team has extensive knowledge of MetroCount products and the industry 
installation standards, ensuring a smooth set-up. To make sure the counters perform 
properly, we regularly verify their sensors and battery.

Counter(s) installation and maintenance

Data delivery
Data will be delivered in the pre-establised file format(s), on a weekly, monthly or 
quarterly basis.
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Raw data for true accountability
We understand that data forms the basis of important decisions. To preserve the 
integrity of your study, we always provide the raw dataset along with any summaries 
or reports. And because we like our clients to be data savvy, you will also get a 
complimentary license of the latest MTE® software.

Customised reporting
We utilise the strengths of the MTE® software to provide meaningful traffic data 
summaries in various recognised formats. From daily vehicle counts to traffic gap 
analysis, we have the expertise to deliver results in a personalised manner.

MetroCount systems are renowned for their unmatched data accuracy and 
variety. With further manipulation in the MTE® software, we provide the 
most advanced traffic statistics.

Data Analysis

       Volume                      Vehicle Class                    Traffic Gap                    Speed         Direction

Motorised traffic data

     Volumes                      Speed              Direction        Traffic Gap             Bicycle Clusters

Bicycle and pedestrian data
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Product Guide

Permanent vehicle counter using inductive loops.
Model 5810: Classification with speed and volume.
Model 5805: Binned traffic volumes.

RoadPod® VL

RoadPod® PhaseT
This counter /classifier is attached to traffic lights or rail crossings, using rubber tubes and optical 
fibre to sync road data with traffic phases.

RoadPod® VT
Portable traffic counter/classifier with rubber tubes. Designed for short-term road traffic surveys 
with a wide network coverage.

RoadPod® VP
Permanent road surveys with piezoelectric sensors. Ideal for major roads with heavy flows to 
provide continuous, lane by lane, seasonal data.

Portable bike counter with rubber tubes. Designed for short-term traffic surveys with a wide 
network coverage.

RidePod® BT

RidePod® BP
Permanent bike + people surveys with embedded piezoelectric sensors for long-term trend analysis.
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MetroCount Netherlands
Kranebittenbaan 12, 3045 AW ROTTERDAM
T: +31 10 268 01 84  |  M: +31 62 26 776 93

www.metrocount.com   |   nlsales@metrocount.com

Noord-Brabant, the Netherlands
Bike Traffic Study: 2017-2020
Over 50 RidePod® BT counting stations were 
installed in the Noord-Brabant region to record 
bicycle traffic during a three-year period.

We take pride in designing and 
manufacturing breakthrough traffic 
monitoring solutions and providing 
exceptional support to clients from over 
115 countries.

We bring the same approach and passion 
to our traffic data services. 
Robert has over 25 years of experience 
in monitoring traffic across the Benelux 
region. He is leading our local team to 
provide customised traffic data solutions.


